Microsoft 365 Education

Empower educators with a
single, affordable and safe
solution built for education
Office 365

Windows 10

Enterprise Mobility + Security

Keep students engaged and inspired
- Spark creativity, collaboration and problem solving
with immersive and engaging apps

Unlock
creativity
in each
student

- Enhance independence for students of all abilities
and levels with intelligent tools
- Bring ideas to life in 3D and data visualization tools

89%

of students say
creativity is essential to
their future.1

A universal toolkit built for teamwork
- Collaborate and save teachers time with a single hub
for classes and teams
- Easily connect with others and co-author in real time. 

Promote
teamwork

- Meet the needs of individual students with a universal
toolkit to connect, share and communicate in class
and out

79%

of teachers
agreed that digital
tools encourage
greater student
collaboration.2

Simplify IT and keep data safe
- Manage users, data and devices with a single
dashboard

Provide
a simple
and safe
experience

- Protect Identity, apps, data & devices with intelligent
security enhanced by machine learning
- Manage data archiving, governance and discovery

Learn more at: https://www.stariteuro.com

79%

of parents are
concerned with
privacy and security of
their children’s data.3

Microsoft 365 Education:
A transformation in education
The right fit for every institution’s needs

•
•
•
•
•

Online versions of Office
Email and calendaring
Microsoft Teams
File storage and sharing
OneNote Class Notebook
and more

Office 365 for Education
is free for all students,
faculty, and staff

Includes Office 365 for
Education
Additional benefits:
• Office ProPlus
• Threat protection
• Identity access and
management
• Device and information
protection
• Device and app
management
• Minecraft: Education
Edition

Includes Office 365 for
Education
Includes Microsoft 365
Education (A3)
Additional benefits:
• Advanced threat protection
& Intelligence
• Advanced compliance &
analytics
• PSTN conferencing & cloud
PBX

Student use benefits included with purchase of A3 or A5 †

Simplify and increase the value of your licensing

Transition to the cloud at your own pace with simple licensing to address both on-premises and
cloud needs for all of your users
Save time and money with discounts and the ability to centrally manage and protect your
subscriptions, devices and data
Extend access to students with student use benefits when your institution purchases Microsoft 365
for faculty and staff†

Move to the cloud with confidence using FastTrack

FastTrack* is a customer success service that provides best practices, tools, resources, and experts to
help you get the most value out of the Microsoft Cloud.
 Migrate faculty and staff email and content, deploy and manage devices, and accelerate adoption
 Delivered by Microsoft engineers to help you move to the cloud at your own pace
 FastTrack is an ongoing benefit included with your Microsoft 365 Education subscription

Learn more at: https://www.stariteuro.com

